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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let G be a connected reductive group defined over an algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic zero, and let g be its Lie algebra. Fix a maximal torus T 
with Lie algebra t. We write X for the T-weight lattice, and X+ for the collection 
of dominant weights, relative to a fixed choice of positive roots. 
The Weyl group W := NG T/T acts on the zero weight space MT of any 
G-module M. For example, it acts on t = gT as a finite group generated by re- 
flections. The adjoint action of G on g and the W-action on t extend to actions 
on the coordinate rings. In 1950 at the International Congress of Mathemati- 
cians C. Chevalley [6] announced his restriction theorem, stating that restric- 
tion p : k[g] + k[f] of polynomial functions induces an isomorphism 
WC s k[t] w 
of graded algebras of invariants. These are polynomial rings generated by r := 
rank(g) algebraically independent homogeneous invariants fi , . . . ,f’ (resp. 
p(fi), . . . , p(f,)). We shall identify these algebras using this isomorphism and 
write it as B. 
Five years later Chevalley [7] showed that for any W-module V the space 
Mor&t, V) of W-equivariant polynomial maps of t into V is a free graded 
k[t] W-module of rank equal to the dimension of I/. It is called the B-module of 
W-covariants (for t) of type V. It is isomorphic to (k[i] @ V)w, which will be 
denoted by B(V). For example, for the sign-representation one can take the 
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discriminant fl, > 0 cy as generator, where we consider roots as linear functions 
on t; its degree is the number of positive roots. 
In 1963 B. Kostant showed the analogous statement for the adjoint action 
of G, that for any G-module M the space Moro(g,M) of G-equivariant 
morphisms of g into A4 is a free graded k[g]‘-module of rank equal to the 
dimension of the zero weight space MT of M. It is called the B-module of 
G-covariants (for g) oftype M. It is isomorphic to (k[g] @ M)‘, which will be 
denoted by B(M). 
For any G-module M the restriction map p induces a homomorphism 
pi : Moro(g, M) + Mor&t, MT) 
of free graded B-modules of the same rank. It is injective for all M, but in gen- 
eral it is not bijective. As a classical example where PM is bijective, take A4 = g 
and MT = t. The covariants of these types can be identified with G- (resp. IV-) 
invariant polynomial vector fields. The gradient df of any G- (or IV-) invariant 
polynomial is an invariant vector field. The vector fields df , . . , dfi (resp. 
dp(fi 1, . > d&i)) corresponding to generating invariants are generators over 
k[g]’ (resp. k[tlW) and restriction ps : d5 H dp(J) induces an isomorphism of 
free graded B-modules. 
Let 41, . . . , c#+ be the roots that are dominant and let Ni be the number ofposi- 
tive roots in the Weyl group orbit of 4;. If G is simple as an algebraic group, s is 
the number of different root lengths and $i is the dominant root of corre- 
sponding length, let 41 = 4 correspond to the shortest root length; if there is 
only one root length then # is the longest root. We prove the following exten- 
sion of Chevalley’s restriction theorem to modules of covariants. 
Theorem 1. Let A4 be a G-module. Restriction induces an isomorphism of free 
graded B-modules 
PM : MOQ(g, ii’f) ---t Morw(t, MT) 
ifand only ifthe weights 2+i (1 5 i < s) do not occur as T-weights in M. 
In particular, if G is simple the restriction is an isomorphism if and only if24 
does not occur as a weight in M. 
We shall call Msmall if it satisfies the assumptions of the restriction theorem. 
Let V be any W-module of dimension d and 
et(V) 5 e2(V) 5 . . . 5 Ed(v) 
the ordered sequence of degrees of any homogeneous ystem of generators of 
the graded B-module B(V), these are called the generalized W-exponents for V. 
Write Ew( V) for their sum. Once the character of V is known, one can use 
Molien’s formula [24] to obtain the generalized exponents for I’: 
c:‘= 1 q’@-) tracey(w) 
l-IF=, (1 - qd) =h ,,,gw det*(l - qw)’ 
where the di are the degrees of the generating invariants p(h) (or off;). If only 
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the character of V at the reflections is known one can still calculate Ew( V) 
from the formula as 
(1) 2Ew(V) = C (dim V - tracev(s)). 
s reflection 
If V = MT for some G-module A4, the formula can be simplified still (see the 
next theorem). 
Let now A4 be any G-module with zero-weight multiplicity e and 
cl(M) I e2(M) 5 . . 5 et(M) 
the ordered sequence of degrees of any homogeneous ystem of generators of 
the graded B-module B(M). These are called (Kostant’s) generalized G-ex- 
ponents for 44. If zero does not occur as a weight of IV, then A4 has no gen- 
eralized exponents; we shall assume this is not the case. Write E(M) for their 
sum. Recall that if M is simple of highest weight X then zero is a weight of M if 
and only if X is in the root lattice. In that case Kostant showed that there is a 
unique highest generalized exponent, it equals ht(X) defined as follows. If X is 
written as a sum of simple roots C, n,cr, then ht(X) = C, n,. In case M = 9 
the generalized exponents coincide with the classical exponents of the Lie 
algebra g; it is well-known that the sum of the exponents is equal to the number 
of positive roots. In general, it turns out that E(M) is a non-negative integral 
combination of the Ni, the number of positive roots in the W-orbit of $i. 
Recall that 4i (1 < i < s) are the dominant roots. Write M(X) for the 
T-weight space of weight X, and 
Ei(M) := E dimM(j4i), xi(M) := 2 (-l)‘+’ dimM(j&). 
.i= I j=l 
Theorem 2. For any G-module M we have the following formulas for the sums oj 
generalized exponents 
E(M) = 5 fZi(M)Ni, Ew(MT) = 5 Xi(M)Ni. 
i=l i=l 
Restriction Theorem 1 is an easy corollary, when it is shown that pi is injective. 
This will be shown in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Actually we shall give two proofs of Theorem 2. One uses Luna’s funda- 
mental lemma following M. Brion’s ideas closely [4], his method has a much 
wider range of applicability. The referee pointed out that one could also apply 
Theorem 11.2 and Corollary 11.4 of G.W. Schwarz [23] ‘. The second proof uses 
’ Note added in proof: Kostant told me that Theorem 2 can also be proved by using a result 01 
Parthasarathy, Ranga Rao and Varadarajan (Representations of complex semisimple Lie groups 
and Lie algebras. Ann. Math. 85, 383-429 (1967)). The proof and their result is long, but recently 
A. Joseph (Enveloping Algebras: Problems Old and New, in: Lie theory and geometry. In honor of 
Bertram Kostant. Progress in Math. 123, Birkhluser, Boston, 385-413 (1994)) gave a short proof 
(see p. 388) utilizing a result that is equivalent toTheorem 2, and for which he gave (independently) 
a proof that is equivalent to my second proof. 
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Lusztig’s q-analog of weight multiplicity M;(q) and is purely computational; 
as an offshoot we get an iterative method a la Freudenthal for calculating 
M{(q) (see Procedure 1). 
Let N c g be the cone of nilpotent elements; Kostant proved that its ideal is 
generated by the fundamental G-invariants. Write N n t for the schematic in- 
tersection of N with t, i.e. the non-reduced affine subscheme oft defined by the 
fundamental W-invariants. Write Bf for the maximal graded ideal of poly- 
nomials without constant term. Then for any G-module A4 the restriction map 
PM induces a linear map of graded vector spaces: 
p(N, M) : Moro(N, M) N B(M)/(B+ B(M)) 
--f B(@)/(B+. B(MT)) 
N Morw(N n t, MT). 
By the restriction theorem it is an isomorphism if M is small, but it is neither 
injective nor surjective if it is not small. Let X be a closed G-subvariety (or 
subscheme) of N which is stable under the scalar k*-action, i.e. is a cone. The 
schematic intersection X n f is a cone too, and stable under the W-action on t. 
Restrictions induce a commutative diagram of graded vector spaces: 
Mord(N, M) p(N,M) Morw(N n t, MT) 
1 1 
Moro(X, M) p(X, Mor&X n t, MT) 
with surjective vertical arrows. 
Let P 3 T be a parabolic subgroup of G and JJ = 1 + n a Levi decomposition. 
Let h be the central element in 1 that acts as the identity on the simple root 
vectors contained in n. Let I be the ideal of Gh and gr(Z) the ideal generated by 
the highest degree components of the elements in I. Its associated closed sub- - 
scheme is denoted Gn. It is known that 6% is reduced and equal to the closure 
Gn of the Richardson nilpotent orbit if and only if Gn is normal and the col- 
lapsing 
GxPn-tGn:(g*x)Hg.X 
is birational. Here G xp n is the orbit space of the principal P-action 
p . (g, x) := (gp-‘,px) on G x n. 
Corollary 1. Let A4 be a small G-module. (i) For any conic G-subscheme Xof N 
there is a surjection of graded vector spaces induced by restriction 
p(X, M) : Mord(X, M) + Mor&X n t, MT). 
(ii) Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levifactor L, then 
p(&, M) : Morc(6,M) + Morw(r?% n t, MT) 
is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces of dimension equal to dim( V L). 
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Proof. We already proved (i). For the proof of (ii) one can use the proof of 
[19, Proposition 41 to obtain that k[& f~ t] contains the induced represen- 
tation IndFL k, where WL is the Weyl group of L. So the dimension of 
Morw(Gn rl t, MT) is at least dim(MrjWL. On the other hand, by construction 
of gr(Z) and Frobenius reciprocity 
dimMorc(& M) = dim(k[&] %I M)G = dim(k[G/L] @ M)G 
= dim ML, 
so by (i) we get dimML > dim(MT)WL. Since ML c (MTIWL, it follows that 
these spaces are equal. q 
As example, take G = SL,, with Lie algebra q = SZn of traceless endomor- 
phisms of an n-dimensional vector space k”; the Weyl group is isomorphic 
to the symmetric group S,. As generating invariants one can take f;(x) := 
trace(x’) (2 5 i 5 n). The irreducible SL,-representations MA are parametrized 
by partitions in at most n - 1 parts 
X = (X, 2 x2 >_ . . . 2 A,_, > 0). 
If 1x1 := Ci Xi. IS not divisible by n, then the zero-weight space is zero and there 
are no non-zero SL,-covariants of this type. It was observed by E.A. Gutkin 
[13] and Kostant [17] (and probably by many others as well) that the zero-weight 
spaces MT of simple modules MA associated to partitions X with IX\ = n are 
simple &-modules and all simple &-modules are obtained this way. These 
modules MA are all small, hence the restriction theorem applies. There is a nice 
formula for the generalized W-exponents for MT using hook-length due to 
A.A. Kirillov [15], and J. Matsuzawa [22] showed by direct calculation that the 
generalized SL,,-exponents for h4~ and the generalized &,-exponents for MT 
are the same, still for /XI = n. For these examples the sum of generalized ex- 
ponents is equal to the multiple of (‘; ) (= the number of positive roots) by the 
dimension of the weight space of MJ, of weight 4, the highest root. 
Corollary 2. Let X be the closure of any conjugacy class of nilpotent elements in 
dl,,. Then the coordinate ring of the schematic intersection of X with f is an induced 
representation for the symmetric group S,,. 
Proof. There is a parabolic subgroup P c SL, with Levi factor L and nilradical 
n of p, such that X = Gn, Gn is normal and the collapsing G xp n + Gn is 
birational (see Kraft-Procesi [18]). Then 6 = Gn and (the proof of) the first 
corollary shows that 
k[X n t] = IndKL k. q 
This is a result conjectured by Kraft [19] and first shown by C. De Concini and 
Procesi [8]. They also proved that if k is the field of complex numbers, then 
k[X n t] is isomorphic to the cohomology algebra of the variety of flags fixed by 
a unipotent element u in SL, ‘dual’ to X (see [l. c.]). Since the graded S,-struc- 
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ture of this cohomology algebra can be described by Kostka-Foulkes poly- 
nomials (see e.g. [21, p. 136]), the same holds for Moro(X, MA), for any small 
MA, as soon as the &-representation MT is known. 
1. RANKONECASE 
The proof of Theorem 2 using Luna’s fundamental lemma is inspired by 
beautiful work of M. Brion [4], extending work of G.W. Schwarz [23]. It in- 
volves a reduction to the semi-simple-rank one case; we handle this special case 
first. It is clear that the general semi-simple-rank 1 case reduces to PSL(2). Let 
G = PSL(2). The ring of invariants k[g] ’ is generated by the determinant D. 
Let 4 be the positive root, then the highest weights of simple G-modules are the 
non-negative integer multiples of 4. G acts on the module Rz,,, of binary forms 
of degree 2m; it has highest weight mqb and the non-zero weight spaces have 
weights -mq5, (-m + 1)4,. . . , rn# and are all of multiplicity one. The only gen- 
eralized G-exponent for Rzm is m. 
The Weyl group is generated by an involution s acting by multiplication by 
-1 on the cartan subalgebra t N k. The exponent of this unique non-trivial 
simple module is 1. More generally, s acts as -1 on RA+2, and trivially on RTn. 
Let M be a general G-module, then dim M(m$) - dim M((m + 1) 4) is the 
multiplicity of Rz,,, in M. So we get that the multiplicity with which m occurs as 
a generalized G-exponent equals dimM(m4) - dimM((m + 1)4). And the 
multiplicity with which 1 occurs as a generalized W-exponent for MT is 
Cj”=, (-l)j+‘dimM(jr$).Th is implies the second theorem in this special case, 
since the degree of D is 2. 
2. ACOMMUTATIVESQUARE 
Next we consider the general case. Let 7r : g --+ g//G be the quotient map, 
associated to the inclusion B c k[g]. Each fibre contains a unique closed orbit, 
it consist of semisimple elements. Their stabilizers being the Levi factors of 
parabolic subgroups. The set of elements [ E g//G such that its fibre is iso- 
morphic to G/T is open; its complement lJf= i Ci is of codimension one. After 
identification of g//G and t//W we can identify this divisor with the set of 
points parametrizing the non-regular W-orbits, i.e., where the stabilizers are 
non-trivial. The set of positive roots is exactly the set of defining equations of 
the reflecting hyperplanes for W in t. Using the dominant roots 41,. . . , $J$ we 
define 
Di := n W(&), 
WE w, 
where Wi is a set of coset representatives of W/ W$i. The determinant D := DG 
of the Jacobian of the quotient map t + t/W can be identified with ni Di and 
it is the square of the discriminant n,, O CX. Then Di can be taken as the defin- 
ing polynomial of the component Ci c g//G. The degree of Di is just 2Ni and 
the degree of D is the number of roots 2N. 
Now let L I T be any Levi subgroup, i.e., the stabilizer of an element in the 
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cartan subalgebra t. We have an inclusion k[g]’ c k[IIL, induced by restriction. 
We write B’ := k[IIL N k(tlWL and for any L-module M’ and U/i-module V’ we 
use the notation 
B’(M’) := (k[T] 6x1 M’)L; B’(V’) := (k[t] @ V’)? 
The image of DG E B in B’ decomposes as DL FL, where FL does not have DL 
as a factor. The affine open set of points x E t such that the stabilizer G, is 
contained in L is exactly the set of points where FL(X) # 0 and also the set of 
points where W, c WL. 
Let A4 be a G-module, then there is a commutative square of free B’-mod- 
ules, all of the same rank equal to dim(Mr). 
B’ 8’~ B(M) - B’(M) 
(2) I 
B'@B B(@) A B’(MT). 
Lemma 1. Consider the above commutative square (2). 
(i) All maps are injective. 
(ii) The horizontal maps are isomorphisms after inverting FL. 
(iii) The vertical map on the left is an isomorphism after inverting DG. 
(iv) The vertical map on the right is an isomorphism after inverting DL. 
Proof. (i) follows from the other statements, since submodules of free modules 
are torsion free. For (ii) consider the commutative square (see [20] for nota- 
tions) 
GxLL A g 
1 1 
IIlL - g//G. 
We claim that the natural surjective morphism 
$ : G XL 1 --f l//L xgJ/G 9 
becomes an isomorphism when restricted to the affine open subset of G xL I 
consisting of points g * x such that FL(X) # 0. From this (ii) for the upper hor- 
izontal map follows since 
(k[G xL I] @n/l)’ N (k[T] 8 hQL. 
To prove this claim let x E t and consider 4 : G xL L -+ g. Since both varieties 
are smooth of the same dimension the following statements are equivalent 
(1) C$ is &ale at g * x; 
(2) The dtfferentral dg + x 4 is an isomorphism of the tangent spaces; 
(3) The orbits of g * x and gx are isomorphic; 
(4) G, c Lx; 
(5) FL(X) # 0. 
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If these conditions are satisfied there exists an affine neighborhood of x E 1 
such that 1c, is an isomorphism by Luna’s fundamental emma [20]. This shows 
the claim. 
The proof of (ii) for the lower horizontal map is analogous, using the square 
WxWLt A t 
1 I 
VI WL - t//w. 
Specializing L = T, the right vertical map is clearly an isomorphism. Since the 
horizontal maps are isomorphisms after inverting DG, (iii) follows easily using 
the commutative square. Finally, (iv) follows straightforwardly from (iii). q 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 USING LUNA’S FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
We start by calculating E(M) - Ew(Mr). The determinant of B(M) + 
B(Mr) is up to a constant of the form Dy(“. D.$‘). To determine n(i), take a 
simple root ai in the W-orbit of 4i and take L > T the associated Levi subgroup 
of semi-simple-rank one. By the special case for L, handled in 0 1, the determi- 
nant of B’(M) + B’(Mr) is upto a constant equal to D;, where n = 
(Q(M) - xi(M))/2. In the polynomial ring B’ we have that Dj contains a mul- 
tiplicative factor DL if and only if i = j, and then it occurs exactly once. So from 
Lemma 1 it follows that n = n(i). Hence 
E(M) - Ew(&-) = 2 (Q(M) - Xi(M))Ni. 
j=l 
Next we obtain the formula for Ew (A4 r). Write ! : = dim M r. There is a natural 
map 
and for any Levi subgroup L a commutative diagram of free B’-modules of 
rank 1: 
A;, B’ gB B(MT) - /?B’(M) 
(3) 
1 
B’ @J’B (AeMT) - B’(AeMT). 
By the lemma the horizontal maps are isomorphisms after inverting FL, hence 
are injective. The left vertical arrow is injective and an isomorphism after in- 
verting DG, and the right is injective and an isomorphism after inverting DL. 
This can be seen by specializing L = T, as in the proof of the lemma. 
Next suppose that A4 is self-dual, then A4 r is self-dual and so B’ = B’( l\!M ‘) = 
B’ @B B(AeMT). Pick i and the associated semi-simple-rank 1 Levi group L. 
Then the right vertical arrow is just multiplication by 02, with n = Xi(M)/2, by 
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the special case in 9 1. It follows, as in the first half of the proof of the theorem, 
that the image of Ae B(Mr) 
XZCfi. 
-+ B(A!M~) = B is just the principal ideal gener- 
ated by ns=, Di From this the formula for Ew(Mr) follows. 
For the general case we remark that the generalized W-exponents for MT 
and (M*)r are the same, since t is self-dual, so 2Ew(Mr) =Ew(MT $ (M*)T). 
Next if aj = a:, then Nj = Ni and Xi(M) = X/(M*). Finally, we observe that 
M @ M’ is self-dual. Now the formula for the general case follows from the 
special case of self-dual modules. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. q 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 USING LUSZTIG’S q-ANALOG OF WEIGHT 
MULTIPLICITY 
W. Hesselink [14] and independently D. Peterson found a combinatorial way 
of obtaining the generalized G-exponents for M. Define a graded analog P(A) E 
Z[q] of Kostant’s partition function by the generating function 
where ~1,. . , aN are the positive roots and Z[X] the integral group ring on X. 
For ~1 E X and X E X ’ Lusztig’s q-analog of weight multiplicity M x” is defined as 
Mf := c sgn,P(w(X + P) - (p + P)), 
WEW 
where p = 4 cy= 1 cq and sgn, the sign of w. We cite some facts (see [5] for 
proofs). By substituting q := 1 in Mf we get the weight multiplicity rn: of the 
weight p in a simple G-module VA with highest weight X, by Kostant’s weight 
multiplicity formula. Define the partial order x1 < ~2, for xi E X, if x2 - x1 is a 
non-negative integral combination of positive roots. Then Mi is non-zero if 
and only if I_L < X. And in that case the degree is equal to ht(X - CL) (where ht is 
defined in the introduction) with leading coefficient 1; in particular M i = 1. 
For X and p both dominant all coefficients are non-negative and it is a beautiful 
fact that q ht(X-~)M~(q-l) is a Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial for the affine 
Weyl group associated to Q, see [12]. The connection with generalized ex- 
ponents is given in 
(4) GcvA) = M,O; 
this formula shows again that the number of generalized exponents is the zero- 
weight multiplicity, and E( VA) = -& Mi 14= 1. 
The Mf are in general difficult to calculate using the definition only. Just as 
it is inpractical to compute weight multiplicities by Kostant’s formula, a much 
more practical method is provided by Freudenthal’s iterative procedure. In this 
section we give an iterative method of calculating Lusztig’s q-analog of weight 
multiplicity, as an offshoot of our second proof of Theorem 2. 
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Let the q-polynomials I&!,, x(q) be defined by the generating function 
We use these polynomials for a description of the polarization of M:(q). 
Lemma 2. Let p E X and X E Xf. Then 
M,f(q+t) = C %,x(q)Mf+X(q)t”. 
O<x<(X-fi) 
O<n<htx 
Proof. Write d(f) := Cwt: w sgn, w(fe”). A straightforward calculation 
shows that 
A e” iit (1 - eoiq)-‘) = C Mf(q)d(e’). 
( XEXf 
We make a formal calculation: 
c 
XEX+ 
M,i‘(q + t)d(e’) = A efiit, (1 - ea’(q + I))-‘) 
( 
= d 
cc 
ii1 1 :;.‘,;I II) .ep i; (1 -e”‘q)-l) 
i=l 
= c %,x(q)d fi (1 - e”lq)-’ t” 
n>x i=l ) 
= Ag+ z %,xMM~+X(qM(eX) tn. 
Now the lemma follows since Mf’x(q) = 0 unless 0 < x < (X - p) and 
R .,,=OifitisnottruethatOIn<htx. q 
Proposition 1. Let p E X and X E X’, then 
$M:‘(d = C Ml”+“*‘(q)q”-‘. x 
n~l;l<i<N 
na,<(X-PL) 
Proof. This follows from the lemma before, by comparing coefficients oft and 
using the identity 
C Rl,xeX = iL$ &=i$ nlzl qn-lenai. cl 
X - 
Specializing at q = 1 and p = 0 gives a relation between E( VA) and weight 
multiplicities. Since multiplicities are constant on Weyl group orbits, we can 
group terms together in the orbits of the dominant roots 4j and its integer 
multiples. What we get is a second proof of Theorem 2. 
Proposition 1 enables us to define an iterative procedure for calculating Mf, 
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analogous to Freudenthal’s procedure for calculating weight multiplicities rnf 
(see [91X 
Procedure 1. To start: M;(q) = 1. Then by induction we can assume that the 
Mpfnar are known for all n 2 1 and 1 5 i 5 N such that noi < (A - CL). By the 
prohposition we can calculate 5 M:(q), and by Freudenthal’s formula we can 
calculate rni = M:(q = 1). Combining, we can calculate MI(q). 
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